
Production roles 

SFX, LFX, Make-up and Hair, Props, Costume, Set  

When asked to describe how you would use theatrical arts/ production roles make sure you use 

accurate terminology and always explain why using the words –  

To show… 

1. LFX: 

• Type of lantern 
Fresnel/Flood/Profile  

• Intensity - % brightness 

• Colour - Use of gels or no gels?  

• Wash (general coverage)  

• Fresnel/Flood/Profile Spotlight  

• What area of the stage is lit? (USL, 
USR, DSL, DSR, …) 

 

When they ask you to describe the lighting in a scene you must use accurate terminology. “I will use a 

spotlight” is NOT enough.  

Example: I will use a profile spotlight, at 90% intensity with a red gel and a gobo cut out in the shape of 

branches to show that the forest is on fire.  

 

 

 

 

Profile spotlight Gives a hard-edged beam of light  

   
Fresnel  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Produces a soft-edged beam of light 

   

Remember to TIC 

Type 
 Intensity 
Colour 
 

Lighting can help show the time of day, 

location, mood/atmosphere, the style 

(naturalistic/non-naturalistic) 



Flood Gives a wide, bright spread of light. 
 

 
 

Gels A coloured filter applied to a lantern to change the colour of the light 

  
Gobo A metal plate with a design cut into it to project an image onto the 

performance area 

  
Crossfade  Action: when a lighting cue fades into another without a blackout in between. 

Fade up/ out:  Action: an instance of increasing/ decreasing  the brightness of lights. 

Black out:  
 

When all the lights are extinguished on stage. Used to indicate the passage of 
time or the end of a scene. 

 

2. SFX 

• Live or pre-recorded? 

• Music/SFX/voice over 

• Fade in/out  

 

When they ask you to describe the sound in a scene you must use accurate terminology. “I will use bird 

singing” is NOT enough.  

Example: I will use a pre-recorded sound effect of birds singing.  

“I will have the sound of the door closing” is NOT enough.  

Example: I will use a live sound effect of a door closing when Julia exits.  

You need to be specific because sad, happy, scary music WILL NOT give you marks. 

 

*Remember sound often links to 

mood/atmosphere, or can be used 

to set the time period 



3. MAKE UP 

Make up/Hair  basic terminology 

Bruise wheel wheel with colours to create bruises (yellow, red, blue, brown)  

Fake Blood Powder, liquid or capsules which create the effect of bleeding  

Foundation The basic skin colour  

Pencils Soft pencils in different colours which are easily smudged and blended  

Scarring material or putty you use to create scars 

Stipple sponge Used to create an unshaven look or the appearance of cracked veins for 
bruises 

Tooth varnish Used to create the look of a missing tooth by blacking out an existing one  

Crepe hair Plaits of artificial hair which can be cut and trimmed to form eyebrows, 
moustaches and beards  

Highlighting Using light colours to make face areas stand out  

Shading Using colours to make facial areas look shrunken  

Spirit gum Glue used to attach hair to the face  

Latex Liquid rubber which can be used to make skull cap moulds and false noses  

Nose putty Type of clay used for altering the shape of the nose or chin  

 

When you are asked to describe Make up/Hair you must give details using terminology. 

Example:  
I will use my bruise wheel and stipple sponge to create bruises on Julia’s face the night after 
the fight. The bruises will be red rather than yellow to show that they are fresh. I will also 
use fake blood to show that her nose was bleeding. She will also have a scar on her right 
cheek which I will create using scaring wax/putty, red shading form a character wheel and 
fake blood. This will remind the audience that her attacker was using a broken beer bottle. 

 

4. COSTUME 

You must fully describe the specific clothing being worn by an actor to get the marks.   

You can describe colour, material, style, condition, size. Remember to justify your choice. (to show…) 

Example: Julia will have a black dress on. It will be ankle length. The size will be extra-large to show that she is 

trying to hide her pregnancy in baggy clothes. The dress will be worn out on the elbows and wrinkled to show 

that she is wearing it a lot and not looking after herself 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. PROPS 
➢ Props should be defined by type: 

Pre-set : Props you find on stage e.g. the newspaper on the table 

Personal: A personal prop is a prop an actor carries to develop their character. 

Hand held-props: any props manipulated by one or more actors on stage. A book, a gun, a wine glass 

 

➢ Props should be described in detail.  

Example: I will use props to communicate the purpose of my drama. I will use pre-set props of stacks of 

newspapers which will show that the character is going through some research. The stacks will be tight together 

and the newspapers will be yellow to show how old they are. I will also have Paul carrying a briefcase as a 

personal prop. The audience knows that in the briefcase there is all the evidence he has managed to collect. If 

the briefcase is not with him the audience will feel stressed because they don’t want the evidence to end up in 

the wrong hands. The briefcase will be ordinary and black and worn out in the corners to show that he always 

carries it around and never leaves it behind. 

6. SET  

Description of set design may include furniture, scenery, use of levels, set dressing etc.  

A full description would also include accurate stage positioning.   

Rostrum  - raised platform 

Cyclorama - light coloured curtain on which light can shine or shine through 

Flat   - tall panel often painted to represent a location 

Door flat - tall panel with a door that can be used as an entrance/exit 

Window flat - tall panel with a window cut into it. 
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